Identifying the forces that create and shape ecologically meaningful variation in bacteria remains an 27 important challenge. For recombining bacteria, the sign and strength of linkage provide a unique lens 28 into ongoing selection. We show derived alleles less than 300bp apart in Neisseria gonorrhoeae exhibit 29 more coupling linkage than repulsion linkage, a pattern that cannot be explained by limited 30 recombination or neutrality as these couplings are significantly stronger for nonsynonymous alleles 31 compared to synonymous alleles. While linkage is shaped by many evolutionary processes, extensive 32 simulations show only two distinct forms of positive selection can drive an excess of coupling linkage 33 between neighboring nonsynonymous alleles: directional selection on introgressed alleles or selection 34 that maintains distinct haplotypes in the presence of recombination. Our results establish a framework 35 for identifying patterns of selection in fine--scale haplotype structure that indicate specific ecological 36 processes in species that recombine with distantly related lineages or possess coexisting adaptive 37 haplotypes. 38 39
Specifically, we evaluated whether r between NSyn derived alleles (rN) differed significantly from r 141 between Syn derived alleles (rS). Because recombination breaks linkage and brings the sign of 142 associations to zero, we controlled for potential differences in recombination between NSyn and Syn 143 alleles in several ways to confirm that selection, not recombination, drives differences between rN and 144 rS. Since the probability that recombination unlinks two alleles varies with distance ( Figure 1A ), we 145 first binned allele pairs by distance intervals of 100bp. If one allele category had more observations 146 (e.g. more Syn than NSyn SNPs), we subsampled it 100 times to estimate variability. If NSyn and Syn 147 alleles experienced similar selective pressures, rN would be similar to rS within each bin, but Figure  2  148 shows that for genomic distances less than 3kb, rN was significantly different from rS. Intriguingly, fordistances of less than ~300bp where we observed the strongest coupling linkage for Syn alleles 150 ( Figure 1B) , rN was greater than rS, indicating NSyn alleles exhibit even stronger couplings (Figure 2A 
We also controlled for potential differences in recombination between NSyn and Syn alleles by 153 considering sample frequencies, which differed between allele categories ( Figure  2B ). Rare alleles are 154 generally younger than those at higher frequencies and have had less opportunity for recombination 155 to break down their linkage. Although we matched allele frequencies across the entire spectrum 156 (below), we first considered rare alleles to study how negative selection shapes patterns of rN-rS, as 157 rare polymorphisms are enriched for deleterious mutations. Negative selection is a pervasive 158 evolutionary force in bacteria (Hughes 2005 ) that will skew NSyn alleles towards rare frequencies, 159 make them younger than nearly--neutral alleles at the same frequency, and create clonal interference 160 (or repulsion linkage) particularly when the strength of this selection exceeds the rate of 161 recombination (Hill and Robertson 1968; Felsenstein 1974; McVean and Charlesworth 2000) . 162 163
In N. gonorrhoeae, NSyn SNPs contained more rare alleles than Syn SNPs ( Figure  2B ). When we only 164 considered alleles less than 1% frequency, which comprised ~25% of all NSyn SNPs, we found rN-rS 165 was significantly negative between neighboring SNPs -indicating an excess of NSyn repulsion linkage 166 -but near zero between distant SNPs ( Figure 2C ). This is expected under a model of increasing clonal 167 interference between deleterious mutations that experience less recombination, but negative selection 168 with synergistic epistasis may also play a role (Eshel and Feldman 1970; Sohail et al. 2017) . 169
Nonetheless, since we observed an excess of repulsion linkage between rare NSyn alleles, negative 170 selection is an unlikely explanation for the overall excess of coupling linkage between proximate NSyn 171 alleles ( Figure 2A) . 172 
174
NSyn r (rN) to Syn r (rS) for pairs within the same distance bin, downsampling the category that had fewer observations (i.e. 
179 180
NSyn coupling linkage driven by positive selection. Focusing on short distances of ~300bp, we 181 found a significant excess of NSyn couplings, or positive rN-rS, for common alleles at 20--80% frequency 182 that are nearly neutral or experiencing positive selection ( Figure  3A ; P ≤ 1.3×10 --7 by Wilcoxon rank--183 sum test). We again controlled for potential differences in recombination between NSyn and Syn 184 alleles by further binning these intermediate--frequency alleles into 10% frequency intervals, as higher 185 frequency alleles (that may consist primarily of Syn mutations) are generally older and have had more 186 time to experience recombination. Values of rN-rS for alleles within each interval were generally 187 positive ( Figure S2A ), and meta--analysis across all intervals using Stouffer's method indicated rN-rS 188 was significantly positive (P ≤ 5.9×10 --7 for all three datasets; Table S1 ). Additionally, we further 189 controlled for recombination by categorizing genes by their density of DNA Uptake Sequences (DUSs; 190 Figure S2B ), 12bp motifs that dramatically increase the uptake of exogenous DNA for homologous 191 To further explore whether NSyn coupling linkage is shaped by positive selection, we categorized core 207 genes by NSyn SNP density, which reflects the dominant mode of selection: genes with fewer NSyn 208 SNPs, which predominately experience negative selection, had less zero--fold degenerate (0D) diversity 209 compared to fourfold--degenerate (4D) diversity, whereas genes with many NSyn SNPs, which likely 210 experience positive selection, had 0D/4D ratios near or above one ( Figure 3B ). This is likely not due to 211
Syn SNPs experiencing stronger negative selection in genes with high NSyn SNP densities, since Syn 212 density also increased with NSyn density ( Figure S3 ). 213 214
We found that the top 20% of genes that contained the most NSyn SNPs drive the overall pattern of 215 positive rN--rS between close alleles ( Figure  3C ). Furthermore, when we restricted the same analysis to 216 variants below 5% sample frequency, which enriches NSyn alleles for those experiencing negative 217 selection, we found rN--rS was predominately negative ( Figure S4 ). This agrees with the negative values 218 of rN--rS in Figure 2C for alleles less than 1% frequency and again demonstrates that negative selection 219 does not drive the observed excess of NSyn couplings within genes. 220 221
The fact that genes with an excess of NSyn couplings also had exceptionally high diversity suggests 222 balancing selection may be involved, as this increases local SNP densities by maintaining haplotypes at 223 selected and linked loci. While directional selection typically eliminates diversity, we may observe 224 local increases in SNP density if it is currently spreading introgressed alleles. Indeed, adaptive 225 interspecies admixture and balancing selection affected rN--rS in similar ways according to simulations 226 ( Figure  3D ). For simulations of admixture with neutral effects, rN--rS for common alleles within 300bp 227 was significantly positive (α=0.05) for 5.1% of replicates, compared to 41% and 100% of replicates for 228 simulations of adaptive admixture and balancing selection, respectively. 229 230 231 232 
286
In summary, genes with a high density of NSyn SNPs not only had a significant excess of NSyn coupling 287 linkage ( Figure 3C ) but also displayed evidence of interspecies admixture (Figure 4 ). An excess of 288
NSyn couplings was also directly related to interspecies admixture, as individual genes in N. 
Outlier genes with an excess of NSyn coupling linkage. The distribution of rN--rS calculated for 299 individual genes was multimodal for two datasets, with most genes having near zero values ( Figure 5) . 300
Although rN--rS outlier genes generally had more NSyn polymorphism, of the 29 outlier genes we 301 detected in at least one dataset (rN--rS > 0.2, Methods), only one exhibited dN/dS > 1 (Table S4 ). Twenty 302 of these genes had annotation information and over half (14) were involved in metabolic processes 303 (Table S4) , suggesting selection on metabolism creates an important component of haplotype 304 structure in Neisseria. Of the other outliers, two were membrane proteins, and another was mtrE, a 305 candidate for adaptive admixture, as it is part of an operon encoding an efflux pump that has acquired 306 antibiotic resistance via recombination with several closely related species (Wadsworth et al. 2018) . 307
Many of these rN--rS outlier genes also had a large excess of intermediate--frequency variants (Table S4) , 308 a pattern expected under balancing selection. Of these, one encodes a membrane protein, a category 309 that is frequently documented to experience such selective pressures (e.g. Gupta et al. 1996) , and two 310 others encode metabolic proteins that act in different parts of the same amino sugar and nucleotide 311 sugar pathway. These balancing selection candidates also did not exhibit evidence of interspecies 312 admixture according to gsi values (at least for the three outgroup species used here), such that an 313 excess of NSyn couplings may be driven solely by balancing selection on intraspecific diversity. 314 315 316 N. gonorrhoeae is a highly recombining human pathogen that has stably colonized multiple ecological 322 niches, including the urogenital tract, the oropharynx, and the rectum, and has evolved resistance to all 323 clinically important antibiotics used to treat infection. Given the pervasiveness of recombination 324 within and between Neisserial species, analyses that jointly study selection and recombination could 325 reveal novel insights into the biology of the Neisseria that other approaches will not detect. We analyzed the quality of raw reads using FastQC (Andrews 2010), and samples with GC content that 398 differed more than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean were not included in analyses (3 isolates in 399 the dataset from Brighton). These reads were used to create de novo assemblies using SPAdes (v. 3.11; 400 Bankevich et al. 2012) , and contigs were joined into larger scaffolds using SSPACE (Boetzer et al. 401 2011). We mapped raw reads back to these assemblies using SMALT (v. 0.7.6), using only those reads 402 in which at least 95% of bases successfully mapped. With these mapped alignments, we used Pilon (v. 403 1.13; Walker et al. 2014 ) to correct any nucleotides not supported by the raw read data. For a 404 maximum of four iterations, we repeated this process of mapping reads back to the de novo assembly 405 and correcting nucleotides, unless Pilon made no changes to the updated assembly. 406 407
Using these polished assemblies along with information from the final mapped alignment, we marked 408 nucleotide positions as "N" if they met any of the following criteria: (1) alignment depth less than 5 409 bases, (2) mean base quality less than 20, (3) mean mapping quality less than 20, (4) alignment depth 410 more than 1.8 times the median depth across all positions, (5) positions flagged as "Amb" by Pilon that 411 have significant evidence of more than one allele, or (6) positions in which a second allele was present 412 with a frequency greater than 10% of all base calls. These positions marked as "N" were excluded from 413 downstream analyses. In addition, we discarded all contigs that were less than 300 bp or had more 414 than 50% of their sites masked by the filtering step above (primarily plasmids with very high 415 sequencing depth).
417
Gene annotation and alignment. 418 We annotated assemblies with Prokka (Seemann 2014) using the proteome of the FA1090 reference 419 genome. We then used Roary (Page et al. 2015) to identify core genes present in all N. gonorrhoeae 420 isolates, defining orthologous genes as having at least 90% amino acid similarity. This threshold tends 421 to misclassify core genes with very diverged alleles as multiple accessory genes (Ding et al. 2018) , With these core genome alignments, we calculated the number of pairwise SNP differences between 457 alignments using Disty McMatrixface (https://github.com/c2--d2/disty) and down sampled closely 458 related isolates in order to exclude those from the same transmission chain. Clusters of closely related 459 genomes could arise from reporting bias within contact networks, as isolates were sampled from 460 symptomatic individuals that visited sexual health clinics. Specifically, we down sampled clusters of 461 isolates that were identical (0 SNP differences) or separated by less than 6 SNPs to a randomly 462 selected isolate within that cluster. We used the 6--SNP threshold because De Silva et al. (2016) showed 463 that isolates collected from known contact networks in low--transmission settings had fewer than 6 464 SNP differences. For either SNP threshold, patterns of pairwise D looked highly similar (Figure  S11 ), 465 and all analyses shown here were performed on alignments down sampled according to the 6--SNP 466 threshold. We also excluded isolates that were collected from the same patient over time (UK dataset), 467 although these samples would have also been excluded using the SNP thresholds above. We also note that for analyses in Figure 4D All data for N. gonorrhoeae, including gene alignments and input files from other software, and 492 documented Perl scripts used in these analyses will be freely available on github 493 (https://github.com/brian--arnold/NgonorrhoeaeLinkageGenomics) at the time of publication. 494 495
Significance tests. 496
When accounting for allele frequencies or DUS densities ( Figure S2 , Table S1 , S2, S3), we tested if rN--rS 497 was significantly positive within each bin or category using the Wilcoxon rank--sum test ("Stats" 498 package in R). To meta--analyze P values across bins, we used Stouffers Z--score method ("metap" 499 package in R; Liptak 1958) . We also applied these tests to simulated data (Supplementary Methods). 500 501
Interspecies analysis 502
To study shared ancestry between N. gonorrhoeae and its close relatives, we downloaded all 503 assemblies from NCBI or raw read data from the Short Read Archive (SRA) for N. meningitidis, N. 504 polysaccharea, and N. lactamica on October 19, 2017. We created de novo assemblies from these raw 505 reads using SPAdes as above. We then only used assemblies that had N50 greater than 10kb, no more 506 than 150 contigs, and at least one contig that was at least 300kb. We also excluded several assemblies 507 that were very diverged from the majority of samples for that species according to a visualization of 508
Neighbor--Joining trees (1 for N. meningitidis, 15 for N. lactamica, and 4 for N. polysaccharea); these 509 highly diverged isolates may have bad assemblies or were incorrectly labeled. In total we used 431 N. 510 meningitidis, 326 N. lactamica, and 37 N. polysaccharea assemblies, and the accession numbers for 511 these may be found in Table S5 . 512 We then mapped sequences from each outgroup species to the N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 513 reference genome. However, instead of mapping raw reads, we first used them to create de novo 514 assemblies (using SPAdes, as above) for each isolate and then mapped scaffolds from these assemblies 515 to the reference using progressiveMauve (Darling et al. 2010) . We opted for this approach since long 516 scaffolds have more information about mapping position than short sequencing reads, and 517 microsynteny among the four species extends beyond the length of a gene ( Figure  S9 ). For each gene 518 we previously identified as "core" within the N. gonorrhoeae datasets, we extracted the sequences 519 from these progressiveMauve alignments and incorporated them into existing core gene alignments 520 with MAFFT (using the ----add and ----keeplength options; Katoh and Frith 2012). We excluded genes that 521 were present in fewer than 20% of isolates in the outgroup species or with alignments in which over 522 50% of positions were gaps. While these alignments were directly used to quantify shared ancestry in 523 terms of shared SNP density, we also constructed a multispecies phylogeny for each gene using RAxML 524 (v. 8.1.5; Stamatakis 2014) with 20 bootstrap replicates under the GTRCAT model of rate 525 heterogeneity. These phylogenies were used to calculate gsi (Cummings et al. 2008 ) with the 526 genealogicalSorting R package, and we took the mean gsi value across all 20 bootstrap replicates for 527 leaves labeled as N. gonorrhoeae. 528 529
Forward--time simulations. 530
To simulate bacterial evolution, we used fwdpp (Thornton 2014), a library of C++ functions that 531 abstracts the essential tasks of forward--time simulations such that one may use them to design custom 532 simulators. We modified the code to accommodate haploid populations and also made custom 533 functions to simulate homologous recombination (i.e. gene conversion) and various types of selection. 534
With fwdpp, we simulate Wright--Fisher metapopulations under an infinite--sites mutation model. For 535 more information about details of simulation parameters and results, and the calculation of individual 536 fitness, please see Supplementary Methods. Source code will be available on github at the time of 537 publication. 538 539
DUS identification and density estimation. 540
To locate DUSs within Neisseria genomes, we searched sequences for the degenerate 10bp motif 5'--541 GCCGTCTGAA--3', allowing one nucleotide to vary within the first three or last two positions since 542 mutations within positions 4 to 8 may result in highly reduced rates of uptake (Frye et al. 2013 ). We 543 searched both forward and reverse strands. When counting DUS densities within genes or their 544 flanking regions (200bp), we collapsed DUSs within 300bp into a single observation: although 545 increasing the number of DUSs generally increases DNA uptake and transformation, those separated 546 by short distances exhibit interference (Ambur et al. 2012) . DUS density per gene (including flanks) is 547 highly variable ( Figure S2B ). When controlling for relative DUS density while calculating rN--rS, we 548 created three categories (high, medium, and low) but excluded genes with either no DUSs or very high 549 DUS densities (top 15%) to avoid categories with highly variable densities ( Figure S2B (Table S4) . For information about the parameters used in this analysis, please see the 554
Supplementary methods. 555 556 557
